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Abstract. Controlling the granularity of workflow activities executed on widely distributed computing platforms such as grids is required to reduce the impact of task queuing and data transfer time. Most existing granularity control approaches assume extensive knowledge about the applications and resources (e.g. task duration on each resource), and that both the workload and available resources do not change over time. We propose a granularity control algorithm for platforms where such clairvoyant and offline conditions are not realistic. Our method groups tasks when the fineness degree of the application, which takes into account the ratio of shared data and the queuing/round-trip time ratio, becomes higher than a threshold determined from execution traces. The algorithm also de-groups task groups when new resources arrive. The application’s behavior is constantly monitored so that the characteristics useful for the optimization are progressively discovered. Experimental results, obtained with 3 workflow activities deployed on the European Grid Infrastructure, show that (i) the grouping process yields speed-ups of about 2.5 when the amount of available resources is constant and that (ii) the use of de-grouping yields speed-ups of 2 when resources progressively appear.

1 Introduction

Software-as-a-service (SaaS) platforms deployed on production grids, for instance the Virtual Imaging Platform (VIP [1]) and other science gateways [2,3,4], usually have no a-priori model of the execution time of their applications because (i) task costs depend on input data with no explicit model, and (ii) characteristics of the available resources, in particular network and RAM, depend on background load. Modeling application execution time in these conditions requires cumbersome experiments which cannot be conducted for every new application in the platform. As a consequence, such SaaS platforms operate in non-clairvoyant conditions, where little is known about executions before they actually happen. Such platforms also run in online conditions, i.e. users may launch or cancel applications at any time and resources may appear or disappear at any time too. Our ultimate goal is to control the behavior of these non-clairvoyant, online platforms to limit human intervention required for their operation. In other
works, we address error recovery and fairness of resource allocation among executions. This paper focuses on task granularity optimization.

The low performance of lightweight (a.k.a. fine-grained) tasks is a common problem on widely distributed platforms where the communication overhead and queuing time are high, such as grid systems. To address this issue, fine-grained tasks are commonly grouped into coarse-grained tasks [7,9,10,11], which reduces the cost of data transfers when grouped tasks share input data [7] and saves queuing time when resources are limited [8]. However, task grouping also limits parallelism and therefore should be used sparingly.

We consider such a granularity problem in a SaaS platform executing workflows on a grid. Workflows are compositions of activities that consist only of a program description. At runtime, activities receive data and spawn tasks for which the executable name and input data are known, but the computational cost and produced data volume are not. We propose an algorithm to optimize the granularity of workflow activities on non-clairvoyant online grid platforms. Our algorithm progressively discovers the characteristics of the running applications to compute a metric quantifying the fineness degree of a task group. This fineness metric includes measured task queuing times, and median-based estimations of task running times and transfer time of shared input data. Tasks are grouped when the fineness metric goes beyond a threshold learned from platform traces. In addition, a de-grouping mechanism is triggered when parallelism losses are detected, i.e. when the number of queued tasks is lower than the number of running tasks. The method is implemented in VIP, and evaluated with different applications, in production conditions, on the European Grid Infrastructure (EGI). The contributions of this work are the following:

– We propose a new metric to quantify workflow activity fineness in online and non-clairvoyant conditions;
– We design task grouping and de-grouping algorithms that are triggered by the fineness metric in the control loop described in [5];
– We show, on 3 different applications, that the method provides significant speed-up in production conditions, on the European Grid Infrastructure.

To the best of our knowledge, this algorithm is the first example of task granularity control in a non-clairvoyant online context. The next Section gives an overview of the related work, Section 3 details the granularity control process, Section 4 reports experiments and results, and the paper closes with a discussion and conclusions.

2 Related Work

Muthuvelu et al. [9] proposed an algorithm to group bag of tasks based on their granularity size – defined as the processing time of the task on the resource. Resources are ordered by their decreasing values of capacity (in MIPS) and
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tasks are grouped up to the resource capacity. This process continues until all tasks are grouped and assigned to resources. Then, Keat et al. [10] and Ang et al. [11] extended the work of Muthuvelu et al. by introducing bandwidth in the scheduling framework to enhance the performance of task scheduling. Resources are sorted in decreasing order of bandwidth, then assigned to grouped tasks downward ordered by processing requirement length. The size of a grouped task is determined from the task cost in millions instructions (MI).

Later, Muthuvelu et al. [12] extended [9] to determine task granularity based on QoS requirements, task file size, estimated task CPU time, and resource constraints. Meanwhile, Liu & Liao [13] proposed an adaptive fine-grained job scheduling algorithm (AFJS) to group lightweight tasks according to processing capacity (in MIPS) and bandwidth (in Mb/s) of the current available resources. Tasks are sorted in decreasing order of MI, then clustered by a greedy algorithm. To accommodate with resource dynamicity, the grouping algorithm integrates monitoring information about the current availability and capability of resources. Afterwards, Soni et al. [14] proposed an algorithm to group lightweight tasks into coarse-grained tasks (GBJS) based on processing capability, bandwidth, and memory-size of the available resources. Tasks are sorted into ascending order of required computational power, then, selected in first come first serve order to be grouped according to the capability of the resources. Zomaya and Chan [15] studied limitations and ideal control parameters of task clustering by using genetic algorithms. Their algorithm performs task selection based on the earliest task start time and task communication costs; it converges to an optimal solution of the number of clusters and tasks per cluster.

Although the reviewed works significantly reduce communication and processing time, neither of them are non-clairvoyant and online at the same time. Recently, Muthuvelu et al. [16,7] proposed an online scheduling algorithm to determine the task granularity of compute-intensive bag-of-tasks applications. The granularity optimization is based on task processing requirements, resource-network utilisation constraint (maximum time a scheduler waits for data transfers), and users QoS requirements (user’s budget and application deadline). Submitted tasks are categorised according to their file sizes, estimated CPU times, and estimated output file sizes, and arranged in a tree structure. The scheduler selects a few tasks from these categories to perform resource benchmarking. Tasks are grouped according to seven objective functions of task granularity, and submitted to resources. The process restarts upon task arrival. Although this is an online approach, the solution is still clairvoyant.

3 Task Granularity Control Process

Algorithm 1 describes our task granularity control composed of two processes: (i) the fineness control process groups too fine task groups for which the fineness degree $\eta_f$ is greater than threshold $\tau_f$, and (ii) the coarseness control process de-groups too coarse task groups for which the coarseness degree $\eta_c$ is greater
than threshold $\tau_c$. This section describes how $\eta_f$, $\eta_c$, $\tau_f$ and $\tau_c$ are computed, and details the grouping and de-grouping algorithms.

### Algorithm 1 Main loop for granularity control

```plaintext
1: input: $n$ waiting tasks
2: create $n$ 1-task groups $T_i$
3: while there is an active task group do
4:   wait for timeout or task status change
5:   determine fineness degree $\eta_f$
6:   if $\eta_f > \tau_f$ then
7:     group task groups using Algorithm 2
8:   end if
9:   determine coarseness degree $\eta_c$
10:  if $\eta_c > \tau_c$ then
11:     degroup coarsest task groups
12:  end if
13: end while
```

### 3.1 Fineness control

**Fineness degree $\eta_f$.** Let $n$ be the number of waiting tasks in a workflow activity, and $m$ the number of task groups. Tasks related to an activity are assumed independent, but with similar execution times (bag of tasks). This hypothesis is critical for our method. Initially, 1 group is created for each task ($n = m$). $T_i$ is the set of tasks in group $i$, and $n_i$ is the number of tasks in $T_i$. Groups are a partition of the set of waiting tasks: $T_i \bigcap_{i \neq j} T_j = \emptyset$ and $\sum_{i=1}^m n_i = n$. The activity fineness degree $\eta_f$ is the maximum of all group fineness degrees $f_i$:

$$\eta_f = \max_{i \in [1,m]} (f_i).$$  \hfill (1)

All $\eta_f$ are in $[0,1]$, and high fineness degrees indicate fine granularities. We use a max operator in this equation to ensure that *any* task group with a too fine granularity will be detected. The fineness degree $f_i$ of group $i$ is defined as:

$$f_i = d_i \cdot r_i,$$  \hfill (2)

where $d_i$ is the ratio between the transfer time of the input data shared among all tasks in the activity, and the total execution time of the group:

$$d_i = \frac{\hat{t}_{\text{shared}}}{\hat{t}_{\text{shared}} + n_i(\hat{t} - \hat{t}_{\text{shared}})},$$

where $\hat{t}_{\text{shared}}$ is the median transfer time of the input data shared among all tasks in the activity, and $\hat{t}$ is the sum of its median task phase durations corresponding to application setup, input data transfer, application execution and output data transfer: $\hat{t} = \hat{t}_{\text{setup}} + \hat{t}_{\text{input}} + \hat{t}_{\text{exec}} + \hat{t}_{\text{output}}$. Median values $\hat{t}_{\text{shared}}$ and $\hat{t}$ are computed from values measured on completed tasks. When less than 2
tasks are completed, medians remain undefined and the control process is inactive. This online estimation makes our process non-clairvoyant with respect to the task duration which is progressively estimated as the workflow activity runs. Yet, it assumes that all tasks in an activity have similar durations.

In equation 2, \( r_i \) is the ratio between the max of the task current queuing times \( q_i \) in the group (measured for each task individually), and the total round-trip time (queuing+execution) of the group:

\[
    r_i = \frac{\max_{j \in [1,n_i]} q_j}{\max_{j \in [1,n_i]} q_j + \tilde{t}_{\text{shared}} + n_i(t - \tilde{t}_{\text{shared}})}
\]

Group queuing time is the max of all task queuing times in the group; group execution time is the time to transfer shared input data plus the time to execute all task phases in the group except for the transfers of shared input data. Note that \( d_i, r_i, \) and therefore \( f_i \) and \( \eta_f \) are in \([0, 1]\). \( \eta_f \) tends to 0 when there is little shared input data among the activity tasks or when the task queuing times are low compared to the execution times; in both cases, grouping tasks is indeed useless. Conversely, \( \eta_f \) tends to 1 when the transfer time of shared input data becomes high, and the queuing time is high compared to the execution time; grouping is needed in this case.

**Threshold value \( \tau_f \).** The threshold value for \( \eta_f \) separates configurations where the activity’s fineness is acceptable \((\eta_f \leq \tau_f)\) from configurations where the activity is too fine \((\eta_f > \tau_f)\). We determine \( \tau_f \) from execution traces, inspecting the modes of the distribution of \( \eta_f \). Values of \( \eta_f \) in the highest mode of the distribution, i.e. which are clearly separated from the others, will be considered too fine.

We use traces collected from VIP \([1]\) between January 2011 and April 2012, made available through the science-gateway workload archive \([17]\). The data set contains 680,988 tasks (including resubmissions and replications) linked to activities of 2,941 workflows executed by 112 users; task average waiting time is about 36 min. Applications deployed in VIP are described as workflows executed using the MOTEUR workflow engine \([18]\). Resource provisioning and task scheduling are provided by DIRAC \([19]\) using so-called “pilot jobs”. Resources are provisioned online with no advance reservations. Tasks are executed on the biomed virtual organization (VO) of the European Grid Infrastructure (EGI)\(^4\) which has access to some 150 computing sites world-wide and to 120 storage sites providing approximately 4 PB of storage. Fig. 1(left) shows the distribution of sites per country supporting the biomed VO.

The fineness degree \( \eta_f \) was computed after each event found in the data set. Fig. 1(right) shows the histogram of these values. The histogram appears bimodal, which indicates that \( \eta_f \) separates platform configurations in two distinct groups. We assume that these groups correspond to “acceptable fineness” (lowest mode) and “too fine granularity” (highest mode), and thus we choose \( \tau_f = 0.55 \). For \( \eta_f \geq 0.55 \), task grouping will therefore be triggered.

\(^4\) http://www.egi.eu
Fig. 1. Distribution of sites and batch queues per country in the biomed VO (January 2013) (left) and histogram of fineness incident degree sampled in bins of 0.05 (right).

Task grouping. We assume that running tasks cannot be pre-empted, i.e. only waiting tasks can be grouped. Algorithm 2 describes our task grouping. Groups with \( f_i > \tau_f \) are grouped pairwise until \( \eta_f \leq \tau_f \) or until the amount of waiting groups \( Q \) is smaller or equal to the amount of running groups \( R \). Although \( \eta_f \) ignores scattering (Eq. 1 uses a max), the algorithm considers it by grouping tasks in all groups where \( f_i > \tau_f \). Ordering groups by decreasing \( f_i \) values tends to equally distribute tasks among groups. The grouping process stops when \( Q \leq R \) to avoid parallelism loss. This condition also avoids conflicts with the de-grouping process described in the next sub-section.

Algorithm 2 Task grouping

1. input: \( f_1 \) to \( f_m \) //group fineness degrees, sorted in decreasing order
2. input: \( Q, R \) // number of queued and running task groups
3. for \( i = 1 \) to \( m - 1 \) do
4. \( j = i + 1 \)
5. while \( f_i > \tau_f \) and \( Q > R \) and \( j \leq m \) do
6. if \( f_j > \tau_f \) then
7. Group all tasks of \( T_j \) into \( T_i \)
8. Recalculate \( f_i \) using Equation 2
9. \( Q = Q - 1 \)
10. end if
11. \( j = j + 1 \)
12. end while
13. \( i = j \)
14. end for
15. Delete all empty task groups

3.2 Coarseness control

Condition \( Q > R \) used in Algorithm 2 ensures that all resources will be exploited if the number of available resources is stationary. In case the number of available resources decreases, the fineness control process may further reduce the number of groups. However, if the number of available resources increases, task groups may need to be de-grouped to maximize resource exploitation. This de-grouping is implemented by our coarseness control process.

The coarseness control process monitors the value of \( \eta_c \) defined as:

\[
\eta_c = \frac{R}{Q + R}.
\]
Let’s consider a workflow composed of one activity with 10 tasks initially split in 10 groups, and assume that task input data are shared among all tasks (i.e. $\tilde{t}_{\text{shared}} = \tilde{t}_{\text{input}}$). Let $l = 10$ and $l_{\text{shared}} = 7$ (in arbitrary time units) obtained from two completed task groups. At time $t$, we assume $R = 2$ and $Q = 6$ with the following values for waiting task groups:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>$i$</th>
<th>$\max_{j \in {1,\ldots,n_i}} q_j$</th>
<th>$d_i$</th>
<th>$r_i$</th>
<th>$f_i$</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>0.70</td>
<td>0.83</td>
<td>0.58</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>48</td>
<td>0.70</td>
<td>0.82</td>
<td>0.58</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>45</td>
<td>0.70</td>
<td>0.81</td>
<td>0.57</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>43</td>
<td>0.70</td>
<td>0.81</td>
<td>0.57</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>41</td>
<td>0.70</td>
<td>0.80</td>
<td>0.56</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>40</td>
<td>0.70</td>
<td>0.80</td>
<td>0.56</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Eq. 1 gives $\eta_f = 0.58$. As $\eta_f > \tau_f = 0.55$ and $Q > R$, the activity is considered too fine and task grouping is triggered. Groups with $f_i > \tau_f$ are grouped pairwise until $\eta_f \leq \tau_f$ or $Q \leq R$:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>$i$</th>
<th>$\max_{j \in {1,\ldots,n_i}} q_j$</th>
<th>$d_i$</th>
<th>$r_i$</th>
<th>$f_i$</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1 - 6</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>0.53</td>
<td>0.79</td>
<td>0.42</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7 - 8</td>
<td>45</td>
<td>0.53</td>
<td>0.77</td>
<td>0.41</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9 - 10</td>
<td>41</td>
<td>0.53</td>
<td>0.76</td>
<td>0.40</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Groups 5 and 6, 7 and 8, and 9 and 10 are grouped into groups 11, 12, and 13.

Let’s consider that at time $t' > t$, group 11 starts running, thus $Q = 2 < R = 3$. Eq. 3 gives $\eta_c = 0.6$. As $\eta_c > \tau_c = 0.5$, the activity is consider too coarse and task de-grouping is triggered. Then, group 13 is de-grouped to balance $\eta_c$.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>$i$</th>
<th>$\max_{j \in {1,\ldots,n_i}} q_j$</th>
<th>$d_i$</th>
<th>$r_i$</th>
<th>$f_i$</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>11 - 6</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>0.53</td>
<td>0.79</td>
<td>0.42</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12 - 7 8</td>
<td>45</td>
<td>0.53</td>
<td>0.77</td>
<td>0.41</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13 - 9 10</td>
<td>41</td>
<td>0.53</td>
<td>0.76</td>
<td>0.40</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1. Example

The threshold value $\tau_c$ is set to 0.5 so that $\eta_c > \tau_c \Leftrightarrow Q < R$.

When an activity is considered too coarse, its groups are ordered by increasing values of $\eta_f$ and the first groups (i.e. the coarsest ones) are split until $\eta_c < \tau_c$. Note that de-grouping increases the number of queued tasks, therefore tends to reduce $\eta_c$. Table 1 illustrates the method on a simple example.

4 Experiments and Results

The experiments presented hereafter evaluate the fineness control process under stationary load, and the interest of controlling coarseness under non-stationary load in a production environment.

4.1 Experiment Conditions

The granularity control process was implemented as a plugin of the MOTEUR workflow manager, receiving notifications about task status changes and task phase durations. The plugin then uses this data to group and de-group tasks according to Algorithm 1, where the timeout value is set to 2 minutes.

The target computing platform for these experiments is the biomed VO where the traces used to determine $\tau_f$ were acquired (see Section 3.1). To ensure resource limitation without flooding the production system, experiments are performed only on 3 sites of different countries. Tasks generated by MOTEUR are submitted to the biomed VO of EGI using the DIRAC scheduler.
Three workflow activities, implementing different kinds of medical image simulation, are used in the experiments. SimuBloch\textsuperscript{[20]} is a very short activity made of 25 concurrent tasks; task CPU time is of a few seconds; input data size is about 15 MB and output is less than 5 MB; $t_{\text{shared}}$ is about 90\% of the execution time. FIELD-II\textsuperscript{[21]} consists of 122 data-intensive concurrent tasks ranging from a few seconds to 15 minutes of CPU time (tasks have the same cost, but their duration is resource-dependent); it transfers 208 MB of input data and outputs about 40 KB of data; $t_{\text{shared}}$ ranges from 40\% to 60\% of the execution time. PET-Sorteo/emission\textsuperscript{[22]} has 80 tasks of 2 CPU minutes; input data size is about 20 MB and output is about 50 MB; $t_{\text{shared}}$ ranges from 50\% to 80\% of the execution time.

Two sets of experiments are conducted, under different load patterns. Experiment 1 evaluates the fineness control process only under stationary load. It consists of separated executions of SimuBloch, FIELD-II, and PET-Sorteo/emission. A workflow activity using our task grouping mechanism (Fineness) is compared to a control activity (No-Granularity). Resource contention on the 3 execution sites is maintained high and constant so that no de-grouping is required.

Experiment 2 evaluates the interest of using the de-grouping control process under non-stationary load. It uses activity FIELD-II. An execution using both fineness and coarseness control (Fineness-Coarseness) is compared to an execution without coarseness control (Fineness) and to a control execution (No-Granularity). Executions are started under resource contention, but the contention is progressively reduced during the experiment. This is done by submitting a heavy workflow before the experiment starts, and canceling it when half of the experiment tasks are completed.

For both experiments, control and tested executions are launched simultaneously to ensure similar grid conditions. As no online task modification is possible in DIRAC, we implemented task grouping by canceling queued tasks and submitting grouped tasks as a new task. For each grouped task resubmitted in the Fineness or Fineness-Coarseness executions, a task in the No-Granularity is resubmitted too to ensure equal race conditions for resource allocation, and that each execution faces the same re-submission overhead. Five repetitions of each experiment are performed, along a time period of 4 weeks to cover different grid conditions. We use MOTEUR 0.9.21, configured to resubmit failed tasks up to 5 times, and with the task replication mechanism described in\textsuperscript{[5]} activated. We use the DIRAC v6r6p2 instance provided by France-Grilles\textsuperscript{[5]}. Results could not be compared to other grouping/de-grouping methods due to the lack of non-clairvoyant, online method available in the literature (see Section 2).

4.2 Results and Discussion

Experiment 1: Fig.\textsuperscript{2} shows the makespan of SimuBloch, FIELD-II, and PET-Sorteo/emission executions. Fineness yields a significant makespan reduction for all repetitions. Table\textsuperscript{2} shows the makespan ($M$) values and the number of task groups. The task

\\hspace{2cm}\footnotetext[5]{\url{https://dirac.france-grilles.fr}}
grouping mechanism is not able to group all SimuBloch tasks in a single group because 2 tasks must be completed for the process to have enough information about the application (i.e. \( \dot{t}_{\text{shared}} \) and \( \dot{t} \) can be computed). This is a constraint of our non-clairvoyant conditions, where task durations cannot be determined in advance. FIELD-II tasks are initially not grouped, but as the queuing time becomes important, tasks are considered too fine and grouped. PET-Sorteo/emission is an intermediary case where only a few tasks are grouped. Results show that the task grouping mechanism speeds up SimuBloch and FIELD-II executions up to a factor of 2.6, and PET-Sorteo/emission executions up to a factor of 2.5.

Fig. 2. Experiment 1: makespan for Fineness and No-Granularity executions for the 3 workflow activities under stationary load.

Experiment 2: Fig. 3 shows the makespan (top) and evolution of task groups (bottom). Makespan values are reported in Table 3. In the first three repetitions, resources appear progressively during workflow executions. Fineness and Fineness-Coarseness speed up executions up to a factor of 1.5 and 2.1. Since Fineness does not benefit of newly arrived resources, it has a lower speed up compared to No-Granularity due to parallelism loss. In the two last repetitions, the de-grouping process in Fineness-Coarseness allows to reach similar performance than No-Granularity, while Fineness is penalized by its lack of adaptation: a slowdown of 20% is observed compared to No-Granularity.

Table 3 also shows the average queuing time values for Experiment 2. The linear correlation coefficient between the makespan and the average queuing time is 0.91, which indicates that the makespan evolution is indeed correlated to the evolution of the queuing time induced by the granularity control process.

Our task granularity control process works best under high resource contention, when the amount of available resources is stable or decreases over time (Experiment 1). Coarseness control can cope with soft increases in the number of available resources (Experiment 2), but fast variations remain difficult to handle. In the worst-case scenario, tasks are first grouped due to resource limitation, and resources suddenly appear once all task groups are already running. In this
Table 2. Experiment 1: makespan ($M$) and number of task groups for SimuBloch, FIELD-II and PET-Sorteo/EMission executions for the 5 repetitions.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Run</th>
<th>No-Granularity</th>
<th>Fineness</th>
<th>No-Granularity</th>
<th>Fineness</th>
<th>No-Granularity</th>
<th>Fineness</th>
<th>No-Granularity</th>
<th>Fineness</th>
<th>No-Granularity</th>
<th>Fineness</th>
<th>No-Granularity</th>
<th>Fineness</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>M (s) Groups</td>
<td>M (s) Groups</td>
<td>M (s) Groups</td>
<td>M (s) Groups</td>
<td>M (s) Groups</td>
<td>M (s) Groups</td>
<td>M (s) Groups</td>
<td>M (s) Groups</td>
<td>M (s) Groups</td>
<td>M (s) Groups</td>
<td>M (s) Groups</td>
<td>M (s) Groups</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>5421 25</td>
<td>10230 122</td>
<td>873 80</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>5749 80</td>
<td>451 57</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>3138 25</td>
<td>7734 122</td>
<td>2695 80</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>2982 75</td>
<td>1766 40</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>1831 25</td>
<td>9407 122</td>
<td>1983 80</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>3507 73</td>
<td>218 64</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>1737 25</td>
<td>6026 122</td>
<td>552 80</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>3507 73</td>
<td>218 64</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>3257 25</td>
<td>4865 122</td>
<td>1043 80</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>3641 91</td>
<td>831 71</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 3. Experiment 2: makespan ($M$) and average queuing time ($\bar{q}$) for FIELD-II workflow execution for the 5 repetitions.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Run</th>
<th>No-Granularity</th>
<th>Fineness</th>
<th>Fineness-Coarseness</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>M (s) $q$ (s)</td>
<td>M (s) $q$ (s)</td>
<td>M (s) $q$ (s)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>4617 2111</td>
<td>5934 2765</td>
<td>6940 3865</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>3892 2036</td>
<td>4607 2631</td>
<td>4602 2631</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>2927 1708</td>
<td>3335 1829</td>
<td>3247 2091</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>1468 4</td>
<td>3641 91</td>
<td>4073 2197</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

5 Conclusion

We presented a method to address task granularity in distributed workflows in an online and non-clairvoyant environment. We defined a metric $\eta_f$ for online determination of task fineness based on queue waiting time and estimated data transfer time of shared input data. For high $\eta_f$ values, tasks are considered too fine and task grouping is triggered. Queued tasks are grouped pairwise as long as the number of queued tasks is greater than the number of running tasks and $\eta_f$ is considered too fine. We also define a metric $\eta_c$ for online determination of task coarseness based on the ratio of the number of queued tasks related to the number of running tasks. This metric aims at maximizing resource exploitation by de-grouping tasks groups when the number of available resources increases.

The task granularity control strategy was implemented in the MOTEUR workflow engine and deployed on EGI with the DIRAC resource manager. We tested it on three applications extracted from the Virtual Imaging Platform, a science gateway for medical simulation. Two experiments were conducted, to evaluate the fineness control process only under stationary load and the fineness and coarseness control process under non-stationary load. Results showed that under stationary load, our fineness control process significantly reduces the...
Fig. 3. Experiment 2: makespan (top) and evolution of task groups (bottom) for FIELD-II executions under non-stationary load (resources arrive during the experiment).

makespan of all applications. Under non-stationary load, task grouping is penalized by its lack of adaptation, but our de-grouping algorithm corrects it in case variations in the number of available resources are not too fast. In our future work, task pre-emption will be added to the method to further improve the handling of resource dynamicity. A comparative study against pilot job approaches and clairvoyant methods will also be considered. We will also study the impact of task duration variability on the proposed method.
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